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ABSTRACT

Motion compensated frame interpolation (MCFI) is one of the most efficient solutions to generate side information (SI) in the context of distributed video coding. However, it creates SI with rather significant motion compensated errors for some frame regions while rather small for some other regions depending on the video content. In this paper, a low complexity Intra mode selection algorithm is proposed to select the most ‘critical’ blocks in the WZ frame and help the decoder with some reliable data for those blocks. For each block, the novel coding mode selection algorithm estimates the encoding rate for the Intra based and WZ coding modes and determines the best coding mode while maintaining a lower encoder complexity. The proposed solution is evaluated in terms of rate-distortion performance with improvements up to 1.2 dB regarding a WZ coding mode only solution.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed video coding (DVC) is a coding paradigm exploiting the source correlation partially or totally at the decoder which theoretically can achieve no rate distortion (RD) performance loss when compared to the predictive coding approach [1], under certain conditions (Gaussian, memoryless sources and assuming a mean-squared error distortion measure). The video codecs exploiting this principle are called distributed video codecs; typically, they generate some side information (SI) at the decoder (a WZ frame estimate) by using motion estimation (ME) and compensation techniques. This typically leads to video codecs with two important characteristics: low encoding complexity and inbuilt robustness to channel losses due to the lack of a prediction loop.

Several Intra coding mode decision algorithms have been presented in the DVC literature in which the encoder selects the most critical blocks to be Intra coded. The Intra blocks are sent for low correlation regions between the SI and the corresponding WZ source where distributed coding is inefficient. In [2], the Intra mode selection depends on the sum of absolute differences (SAD) between each WZ block and the co-located block in the previous frame. In [3], both spatial and temporal block characteristics are considered by including the pixel variance of each block and the SAD (as defined in [2]), respectively. In [4], a DVC codec with three encoding modes is presented: Intra, Inter and WZ. At the encoder, a biplane ME algorithm is performed and the ME residual error is used to select the coding mode for each block. Although [4] shows coding efficiency improvements, the DVC codec is now prone to error propagation and has significant higher encoding complexity. In all previous works, a WZ frame block is classified into one of two modes: WZ or Intra and the Intra blocks are used directly as the final decoded information since no SI is generated/used for them. In this paper, a novel approach is proposed where the Intra blocks are used as reference for the decoder to create SI and are further distributed coded; this coding mode is called Intra/WZ since it is a mix of Intra and DVC coding. Thus, the Intra blocks in WZ frames are encoded with lower quality compared to the final decoded quality allowing some bitrate savings and are only sent for the regions where the motion compensated frame interpolation (MCFI) SI creation approach is estimated to fail. At the decoder, a higher SI quality is achieved for the Intra/WZ mode blocks when compared to the WZ coding mode blocks since Intra coded data is available to help the SI creation; higher SI quality leads to RD performance improvements. In this context, the main challenge to obtain a more efficient DVC codec, still with low encoding complexity, is the design of a mechanism for the encoder to select the blocks in the WZ frames to be Intra coded; this selection should be made without having available the MCFI SI and the decoded Intra coded blocks. In this paper, a novel block based coding mode selection algorithm is proposed which is able to efficiently determine for which blocks in the WZ frames it is worthwhile to send Intra coded data; the Intra coding mode must lead to significant WZ rate savings (considering the same target quality). This work also departs from [2-4] since it explicitly predicts the bitrate spent for each coding mode to obtain a more accurate mode selection.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, a brief overview of the DVC codec is presented; in Section 3, the novel coding mode selection criterion is proposed and in Section 4 the RD performance is evaluated. Finally, in Section 5, some final remarks are drawn.

2. DVC CODEC ARCHITECTURE

The video codec adopted in this paper is a feedback channel based transform domain DVC codec [1]. Fig. 1 illustrates the architecture of the DVC encoder with two block-based coding modes: the usual WZ mode and the novel Intra/WZ mode. The transform domain DVC (TD-DVC) encoder includes a forward DCT transform, a uniform quantizer and a turbo encoder, the typical components of this coding architecture. At the encoder, the first step regards the definition of the group of pictures (GOP); each GOP has always one key frame while the remaining are WZ frames. The key frames are encoded using the H.264/AVC Intra coding scheme and for each WZ frame $X_i$, the encoder defines two frames, $X_b$ (temporally in the past) and $X_f$ (temporally in the future), which are used as references in the encoder mode selection algorithm and the SI generation technique. The novelty proposed here corresponds to the coding mode selection algorithm which classifies each block in the WZ frames in one of two coding modes: WZ or Intra/WZ. The coding mode decisions are concatenated in a binary decision map which is efficiently encoded with a Run Length Encoding (RLE) algorithm and Universal Length Variable Codes (UVLC). The Intra blocks (Intra/WZ mode) are encoded with H.264/AVC tools and have lower quality, this means higher quantization steps, when compared to the key frames blocks. All reconstructed Intra blocks (Intra/WZ mode) are subtracted from the corresponding blocks in the WZ frame $X_i$ while for the remaining blocks (WZ mode) 128 (central luminance value) is subtracted to
DVC codec. To perfectly estimate the rate and distortion for the block based coding model selection is necessary to have the SI generated for each mode (Intra/WZ and WZ). However, since the encoder computational capabilities are limited, the MCFI/MCQE framework cannot be replicated at the encoder to recreate the SI and, therefore, an efficient but low complexity coding mode selection criterion is needed. The proposed criterion exploits two rate models, both working at the block level: the first model estimates the Intra/WZ coding mode bitrate $R^{IW}$ and the second model estimates the WZ coding mode rate $R^{WZ}$, then, the coding mode with the minimum rate is chosen. It is here assumed that the distortion/quality achieved for both coding modes is similar since parity bits are sent for the same bands/bitplanes and the reconstruction function is the same.

### 3.1. Intra/WZ coding mode rate estimation

The Intra/WZ coding mode $R^{IW}$ has two terms: the Intra bitrate $R^{I}$ and the WZ bitrate $R^{W}$. However, it can be assumed that $R^{I} \gg R^{W}$ since the MCQE SI quality is typically much higher than MCFI SI quality and only the residual between the Intra blocks and the corresponding WZ block is encoded (less energy implies less rate). Thus, $R^{IW} \approx R^{I}$ and it is only proposed a rate model for $R^{I}$ that receives as input the DCT unquantized frame coefficients and predicts the rate spent by each Intra block.

To limit the encoding complexity, the model proposed here avoids the actual Intra coding process for the WZ frame blocks. The Intra coded blocks are encoded with efficient H.264/AVC Intra coding techniques, notably 4×4 DCT integer transform, 4×4 DC Intra prediction mode, uniform quantizer and the Context Adaptive Variable Length Codes (CA-VLC). Although these tools do not correspond to the highest H.264/AVC Intra coding efficiency (e.g. not all Intra prediction modes and CABAC are used), they are chosen in order to limit the encoder complexity. In [5], a popular RD model has been proposed: the so-called $\rho$ domain RD model where $\rho$ is the fraction of zeros among the DCT quantized coefficients in a block. It has been shown that the bitrate and $\rho$ exhibit the linear relationship $R = \theta (1 - \rho) + \kappa DCQ$, where $\theta$ is the model parameter. Although this model works well to estimate the quantization parameter at frame level [5] it fails when applied to small block sizes such as the 4×4 DCT transform. Therefore, a new rate model is proposed here which extends the $\rho$ domain model in [5] by including the DC coefficient value and the quantization step size $Q$ for each block:

$$R^{IW} = \theta (1 - \rho) + \kappa \frac{DC}{Q}$$

(1)

where $\theta$ and $\kappa$ are the model parameters and $Q$ can be expressed as a function of the quantization parameter $QP$ in the following way [6]:

$$Q = 2^{\frac{QP - k}{6}}$$

(2)

In (1), $DC/Q$ is a measure of the energy of the quantized transform coefficients and provides a simple and efficient way to obtain a more accurate bitrate estimation for H.264/AVC Intra coding. The parameters $\theta$ and $\kappa$ can be calculated using a linear regression model with previous Intra encoded blocks data, since it is known how much bitrate was spent and the corresponding $(1 - \rho)$ and $(DC/Q)$ values. This process enables the adaptation of the rate model parameters to the spatial (more or less textured) and temporal (more or less motion) video sequence characteristics. Thus, considering $n$ past encoded blocks, $E_i = (DC/Q)_i$, $Z_i = (1 - \rho)_i$ and $R^{IW}$ the bitrate spent by encoding block $i$ with H.264/AVC Intra tools, it comes:

The SI $Y_i$ is constructed by multiplexing the MCFI estimated blocks (WZ mode) with the MCQE estimated SI blocks (Intra/WZ mode). Then, the corresponding residual frame $D_{ij}$ is obtained by subtracting all decoded Intra blocks from the corresponding $Y_i$ blocks; for the remaining blocks (WZ mode), 128 is subtracted instead. Then, all the blocks are decoded with side information in the TD-DVC decoder independently of their coding mode. To obtain the final decoded WZ frame the Intra decoded blocks are added to the TD-DVC decoder output; in case no Intra block data is received, 128 is added.

### 3. INTRA/WZ VERSUS WZ MODE SELECTION

The SI quality has a major impact on the RD performance of a
\[ \theta = \frac{\sum x_i \left( \sum y_i - \frac{1}{n} \sum x_i y_i \right) \sum x_i^2 - \left( \sum x_i^2 \right) \sum x_i y_i}{\sum x_i^2 - \frac{1}{n} \left( \sum x_i \right)^2} \]  

(3)

\[ \kappa = \left( \frac{\sum x_i \left( \sum y_i - \frac{1}{n} \sum x_i y_i \right) \sum x_i^2 - \left( \sum x_i^2 \right) \sum x_i y_i}{\sum x_i^2 - \frac{1}{n} \left( \sum x_i \right)^2} \right)^2 \]  

(4)

Although (3) and (4) may look rather complex, in fact only sums and multiplications are performed and most results can be reused more than once; so little extra complexity is introduced by this regression method. In conclusion, the algorithm to estimate the Intra/WZ coding mode bitrate cost is the following:

1. For the first WZ frame, perform H.264/AVC Intra coding for all blocks, collect the corresponding parameters \( E_1, Z_1 \) and \( R_1 \) and calculate the parameters \( \theta \) and \( \kappa \) using (3) and (4). Although all blocks are Intra coded to accurately know their bitrate, the coding mode selection will select the most advantageous coding mode, i.e. \( \min \{ R^{WZ}_i, R^{W}_i \} \).

2. For the next WZ frames, the bitrate \( R^{WZ}_i \) for a block \( i \) is calculated with (1) and (2) and the coding mode selection determines the blocks to be Intra/WZ coded.

3. When the number of Intra/WZ coded blocks in one or more past WZ frames is more than 50% of the total number of blocks in a frame (e.g. in QCIF this corresponds to 1584/2 = 792 blocks), \( \theta \) and \( \kappa \) are recalculated with (3) and (4). This avoids the continuous updating of the model parameters after coding each WZ frame since in some cases there is not enough data to obtain reliable parameters with the linear regression of (3) and (4).

### 3.2. WZ coding mode rate estimation

To perform the coding mode selection, it was developed a model to estimate the WZ rate spent for each block in the WZ frames for which the MCFI SI is used at the decoder. Consider a 4x4 residual block \( N = X - Y \) in the pixel domain with \( X \) corresponding to the block in the original frame and \( Y \) the corresponding block in the SI. Then, a 4x4 DCT integer transform is applied to \( N \) obtaining \( R = C_f N C_f^T \otimes E_f \), where \( C_f \) is the H.264/AVC forward transform, \( E_f \) is the post scaling factor matrix and \( \otimes \) is the point to point multiplication. The statistical correlation between \( X \) and \( Y \) DCT coefficients is often modeled by a Laplacian distribution model [1]. When the SAD criterion is used to measure the distortion, the Laplacian distribution source RD function is [7]:

\[ R(D) = \begin{cases} 
\ln \left( \frac{1}{4D} \right) & 0 < D < \frac{1}{\alpha} \\
0 & D \geq \frac{1}{\alpha} 
\end{cases} \]  

(5)

where \( \alpha \) is the Laplacian distribution parameter. Assuming a uniform distribution over the quantizer bins, the distortion \( D \) can be written as:

\[ D = \sum_{k=0}^{N-1} \int_{u_k}^{u_{k+1}} \left[ v - v_k \right] \frac{1}{\Delta_k} du = \frac{\Delta}{4} \]  

(6)

where \( u_k \) and \( u_{k+1} \) are the limits of the quantizer bin \( k \), \( N \) is the number of quantizer bins and \( \Delta \) is the quantization step. The Laplacian distribution parameter \( \alpha(u,v) \) can be estimated for each DCT coefficient \( (u,v) \) as:

\[ \alpha(u,v) = \frac{2}{\sigma_R^2(u,v)} \]  

(7)

where \( \sigma_R^2(u,v) \) is the variance of the residual DCT coefficient; \( \sigma_R^2(u,v) \) can be written as in [8]:

\[ \sigma_R^2(u,v) = \sigma_N^2(u,v) K(u,v) \]  

(8)

\[ K(u,v) = [C_f R_x C_f^T]_{u,m} [C_f R_x C_f^T]_{v,n} E_f^2(u,v) \]  

(9)

where \( \sigma_N^2(u,v) \) is the variance of the residual block (pixel domain), \( R_x \) corresponds to the correlation matrix (as defined in [8]) and \( K \) is a matrix which defines the linear relationship between \( \sigma_R^2(u,v) \) and \( \sigma_N^2(u,v) \). Moreover, it was shown in [8] that \( \sigma_N^2(u,v) \approx 2 \mathbb{MAD} \); thus, substituting (8) in (7) it comes:

\[ \alpha(u,v) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{K(u,v) \mathbb{MAD}^2}} \]  

(10)

where \( \mathbb{MAD} \) represents the mean absolute difference (MAD) between the SI Y and the source \( X \) for a luminance block \( i \):

\[ \mathbb{MAD}_i = \frac{1}{A^2} \sum_{(i,j) \in B_j} \left| X(i,j) - Y(i,j) \right| \]  

(11)

where \( A \) corresponds to the size of the block and \( B_i \) is a block in \( X \). Using (6) to estimate the distortion, (10) to estimate the \( \alpha \) Laplacian distribution parameter and the rate model in (5) the novel WZ rate model comes:

\[ R^{WZ}_i(u,v) = \begin{cases} 
\ln \left( \frac{\alpha^2(u,v) \mathbb{MAD}^2}{\Delta} \right) & 0 < \Delta < \frac{4}{\alpha} \\
0 & \Delta \geq \frac{4}{\alpha} 
\end{cases} \]  

(12)

In (12), the model parameter \( \gamma \) is included to compensate for any mismatch in the assumptions made in the construction of the rate model. To estimate the rate spent by a block using the WZ mode it is only necessary to calculate \( R^{WZ}_i = \sum_{(u,v) \in B_i} R_i(u,v) \), i.e. to sum the WZ bitrate for the various block coefficients which are WZ encoded using the quantization matrix \( Q \); \( Q \) defines for which bands WZ bits are sent and thus it is used to calculate the corresponding \( \Delta \). To obtain \( \mathbb{MAD}_i \), it is necessary to create an estimate of the SI Y at the encoder but with lower complexity (thus reducing the estimated SI quality). In this case, the fast motion compensated interpolation described in [9] is used, which has a very low complexity, roughly 3–4 times greater than the average of the two collocated blocks in the backward and forward reference frames. Since the SI at the encoder is quite different (lower quality) from the SI at the decoder, some rate overestimation can occur; the model parameter \( \gamma \) is used to compensate for this lack in the accuracy of the \( Y \) estimation at the encoder (it was experimentally found that \( \gamma = 2/5 \) leads to good results).

### 4. RD PERFORMANCE

In order to stimulate comparisons, the test conditions defined by the DISCOVER project [10], which also implemented a state-of-the-art DVC codec, are used here. Due to space limitations, the Foreman and Soccer sequences at QCIF/15Hz were selected since they have very different motion and texture characteristics; results for GOP size 2 and 4 are shown. The accuracy of the coding mode selection algorithm is evaluated; Fig. 3 shows the frame level bitrate evolution for the Foreman sequence with GOP size 2, for the proposed Intra and WZ rate models, respectively. For each chart in Fig. 3, two pair of curves are drawn associated to the RD points with the lowest \( Q = 1 \) and highest \( Q = 8 \) average bitrate. For each RD point, two curves are plotted: 1) the actual frame bitrate spent to achieve successful decoding, and 2) the estimated bitrate for all the blocks in the WZ frame with the corresponding Intra (Fig. 3 – top) or WZ (Fig. 3 – bottom) model. As shown, the Intra
rate model can predict very accurately the Intra bitrate for low and high bitrate regimes. As expected, the WZ bitrate model has a higher error when compared to the Intra model due to several factors, e.g. simple SI estimation at the encoder, Laplacian model failure, etc. Still the estimated rate can follow rather accurately the changes in the actual bitrate, just with some rate underestimation at the encoder, this leads to a rather conservative Intra block selection, i.e. only when they effectively provide improvements.

The RD performance of the proposed DVC codec (with the architecture of Figs. 1 and 2) with the novel coding mode selection (described in Section 3) is compared with the performance of the same DVC codec without Intra/WZ coding mode; for benchmarking, also the H.264/AVC Intra and DISCOVER DVC codec performance are shown. As shown in Fig. 4 for GOP 4, the DVC codec with the proposed coding mode selection outperforms the DVC codec without it for all sequences and RD points. As expected, the higher the motion content, the higher is the RD performance gain. As the GOP size increases, the quality of the MCFI SI tends to decrease and thus the Intra/WZ mode selection is more effective, obtaining higher compression gains. Thus, the highest performance shown is obtained for the Soccer sequence, where up to 1.2dB gains in RD performance can be observed. The DVC codec with the proposed mode selection also outperforms the DISCOVER codec for all sequences and GOP sizes and the H.264/AVC Intra coding gap is also consistently reduced.

![Figure 3 – Intra (top) and WZ (bottom) bitrate temporal evolution.](image)

Figure 3 – Intra (top) and WZ (bottom) bitrate temporal evolution.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a novel block level coding mode selection algorithm, at the encoder, in the context of a turbo-based transform domain DVC codec. The experimental results show RD gains up to 1.2 dB for critical test conditions where typically available DVC codecs have poorer RD performance: complex video sequences and longer GOP sizes. As future work, the inclusion of a distortion model for each coding mode could lead to more accurate decisions.
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